LOCATIONS OF M
 ESSE MÜNCHEN

This is … your stage.
Enabling amazing experiences

EXPERIENCE & CONSULTING

This is … what we do.
Your aspirations are
the task. Flexibility is
the key.

Everybody has their own idea of
what they want their event to be
like. Luckily, thanks to our four
modular locations, we have the
required flexibility to stage any
kind of event—no matter the
size. Your event keeps growing
over the years? Brilliant! We will
simply promote it to one of our
larger venues to accommodate
the demand.
With us, your event won’t be
something you are proud of.
It will be exactly the AMAZING
EXPERIENCE you desire.

A good consultant
knows what to say.
And when to say it.

When it comes to consulting and
valuable advice, it’
s all about
trust. That is why we strongly
believe in our one-face-to-thecustomer approach to give our
clients perfect peace of mind.
Beyond that, clients profit from
our strong connections with
Munich’s municipal authorities
as well as the local event industry.
We make it amazing.
Whatever “it” is.

VENUES

This is … where
it all happens.
Trade Fair Center Messe München
Bragging is for the insecure. But with eighteen
ground-level halls, all column-free and fully
accessible by vehicle, it is hard not to feel a little bit
of pride. And yes, we really love this light-flooded
structure with its elegant entrance areas and a
sprawling outdoor area. Whatever your requirements,
Trade Fair Center Messe München is at your service!
ICM – International Congress Center Messe München
Flexibility is a virtue, and the International Congress
Center Messe München is the high performer of the
category. Our congress center hosts twenty rooms
of varying sizes to perfectly accommodate every
event. And with the ICM’s state-of-the-art streaming
infrastructure, the excitement of your event can be
made accessible for global audiences.
CCN – Conference Center North Messe München
Messe München’
s Conference Center North truly is
a thing of beauty. The extensive and light-flooded
entrance area gives off an air of class and prestige.
If your meeting, seminar or congress requires an
exceptional amount of space, Hall C6 is the perfect
addition to the rooms of the CCN and directly
accessible from there.
MOC – Event Center Messe München
With an accumulated space of more than 13,000
square meters, the four modular halls of the MOC –
Event Center Messe München give you enough space
if you’
re planning big. All halls are accessible from
the foyer, three of them have window facades that
provide ample daylight. By the way: more than 140
showrooms with a floor capacity of 69 to 240 square
meters are at your disposal and“ready to use”.

PASSION & QUALITY

This is … how we do it.
Your excitement
is our standard.

We know that tastes differ, and
we also know that there is no
objective way of defining quality.
But there is one unmistakable
indicator that signals the ideal
balance: our client’s enthusiasm.
Giving our clients ever more
excitement is what we strife for.
To guarantee that, we are
continuously evaluating and
enhancing our venues. Because
we will settle for nothing less
than “state-of-the-art.”

It’
s simple: We will not rest until
our clients and their guests are
consumed with enthusiasm.

We know what we do.
Because we’
ve done it
before.

Practice makes perfect. And with
decades of experience in hosting
trade fairs across the globe as well
as guest events, we have earned
an excellent reputation among
organizers and visitors alike.
Thanks to our network of service
partners, clients can benefit from
proven-yet-flexible processes.

But despite decades of
professional experience, one
thing has always remained our
most important quality: nothing
trumps our passion for amazing
experiences.

OUR CITY: MUNICH

This is … our home.
Welcome to Munich. You’
ll love it here.

What makes Locations of Messe München so
special? Let’
s start with our destination.
We at Locations of Messe München are proud of our neighborhood.
Located in the heart of Europe, Munich is characterized by its
mixture of cultural brilliance, economic and scientific strength,
flavored with Bavaria’
s unique lifestyle and open-mindedness.
This is the perfect place for amazing experiences.
Future-driven by design, the city is famous for its innovation
progress. This is further emphasized by the fact that Munich is
not only home to some of the major brands in the world, but also
hosts numerous up-and-coming tech companies and a buzzing
start-up scene. With seventeen universities and more than sixty
hospitals, the Bavarian capital enjoys an outstanding reputation
in the international scientific community and is internationally
recognized as a standout location in the medical and healthcare
industry.

In Munich, all of the above is emphasized by a strong municipal
infrastructure. Easily reached from anywhere in the world via its
award-winning airport, the city’s esteemed public transportation
makes every visit a breeze. Add to that Munich’s varied hospitality
sector, with countless hotels covering the entire price range, and it
is no wonder millions of visitors flock to Munich every year.
You are looking for a place that offers the ideal framework for
top-notch events, reliable safety, and a unique way of living?
Then Munich might be the ideal place for you.
Well, no, let us rephrase that: Munich is the place for you.

SUSTAINABILITY

This is … our responsibility.
Amazing experiences are green.

Reaching climate neutrality by 2030 is a central pillar of Messe München’
s
future strategy. Therefore, Locations of Messe München has already
taken on a pioneering role when it comes to topics like environmental
protection and combating climate change.

The photovoltaic system on the roofs of our exhibition halls, for example,
supports the power supply on the exhibition grounds. By using solar
energy, we are able to save the emission of around 1,600 tons of
carbon dioxide every year. Customers and guests of Locations of
Messe München can recharge their electric vehicles free of charge on
our exhibition grounds—with green electricity from the exhibition’
s
own photovoltaic system.
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